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Introduction
i) Clearly state the purpose of your investigation in a single research question.  Be very 

specific, including both independent and dependent variables.  For example:  How does 
temperature affect the reaction rate in the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide?

ii) Discuss the scientific concepts necessary for your investigation to be understood by 
someone unfamiliar with the subject matter.

iii) Provide a general overview of your investigation, the basics of what you did. Do not 
include any data!

Design
i) List relevant variables (without discussion!):
! ! - independent  (what you changed)
! ! - dependent  (what is affected by the independent variable)
! ! - controlled  (those variables you kept constant throughout the investigation that 
! ! would have otherwise affected the dependent variable.  Include an explanation on 
! ! why these variables needed to be held constant.)
ii) List all materials and equipment used. 

! ! Be very specific (wrong: flask, right: 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask)

iii) List your step-by-step procedures in sufficient detail such that they could be repeated by 
an independent researcher. (Use a numbered list, not paragraph form.)  Avoid needless 
information, such as “plug in the hotplate” or “read the graduated cylinder by using the 
bottom of the meniscus.”  That is, assume reasonable intelligence and lab skills.

Note: The method you choose for your investigation must be adequate to gather 
sufficient data to support a valid conclusion.  Therefore, be sure to have analyzed 
some of your data as you progress in your investigation to see if changes in your 
procedures are warranted. 

Data Collection and Processing
i) Present all raw data within a well-organized and labeled data table  

! - Include proper units, significant figures, and absolute uncertainties.
! - Use well thought-out column and/or row headings for your table to be easily read.
! Hint: ! If you are having to repeat the same words over and over again, such as  “Mass 
! ! of...” “Mass of...” “Mass of...,”  you will be getting very little credit for your table.

ii) Processing (showing) Work
! - Use clear and concise headings for your work to be easily understood. (Wrong: “Trial 1 
! calculation”, Right: “Trial 1, Rate determination”)
! - Show all calculations with proper units, significant figures
! - Include uncertainties as part of each calculation, including it within your final answer.

(over)



iii) Presentation
! - Present processed data using informative charts that clearly relates to the 
! purpose of your investigation.
! - Use an appropriate title, with each axis labeled (including units)

Conclusion and Evaluation
i) Clearly state your findings, reflecting back to the purpose of your investigation.

! - If helpful to your reader, use a table to summarize your findings. (Do not place in 
! paragraph form all your calculated results!)
! - If possible for your investigation, compare results to known values and calculate your 
! percent error.
! - Review the chemistry concepts relating to your investigation, discussing the extent 
! to which your results align with your understanding.  If your finding are inconsistent with 
! what you had expected, offer one or more possible reasons for this.
! - Include any errors or mishaps that may have occurred during your investigation that 
! may have affected your results. (This may or may not be needed.)

ii) Procedural Evaluation and Suggestions
! - Review the procedures of your investigation and identify any problematic steps that 
! may have limited your success. (This refers to systematic, procedural problems, not 
! accidents or mishaps.) 
! - Suggest how the procedures or method chosen could be realistically improved and/or 
! how your investigation could be extended.  Be !very specific, giving detailed procedural 
! and/or equipment changes.  (The questions to ask here: If you had the lab to do over 
! again with the same materials and equipment realistically available, what would you did 
! differently?  And, what other information could such an investigation explore?)

Additional Expectations (you will receive a score for this too!)
i) Use of proper scientific terms
ii) Scientific concepts discussed are correct and accurate.
iii) Be clear and concise in your discussions.  Do not ramble on and on, taking a paragraph 

to say what could be said in a single sentence.  (Suggest you re-read your report and 
clean it up as needed before it is submitted.)

iv) Avoid trying to impress with needlessly abstruse (difficult to understand) wording.


